
Software developer Job Description 
Company: Focalor 

What is Focalor? A social media app that let's you share pictures of your outfit and tag what outfit you                    
are wearing. For instance: #H&M #chinos, #Adidas #Yeezyboots. The best thing is if users find those                
items interesting, they could add those to their cart and check out. That's all they need to do to shop the                     
looks they want. 
 
How is this the next big thing? Think about the major reason why a girl buys a pair of shoes or a dress?                       
She saw her friends or some celebrities look amazing with those on! That's what we offer with Focalor:                  
loads of beautiful outfit looks and the instant process to get them. This would for sure create a huge                   
demand in fashion shopping that we have never seen before. 
 
At Focalor, we are looking for people who are really passionate about their job, who put their                 
soul into every single pieces of produc they make. We are looking for people who are                
humbitious (humble and ambitious), who always strive to be better, and of course, enjoy the               
uncertainty of an startup adventure. 
 
If you are one, this is where you come in. 
 
YOU ARE:  

- Solid understanding of how backend web applications work as well as basic languages             
such as PHP, HTML, CSS, SQL. 

- A mobile developer with knowledge of the Android and iOS SDK performance tools and              
optimization techniques. 

- A coder with experience in using two of the following languages: Java, C/C++,             
JavaScript, Ruby. 

- A person with great attention to details and the ability to change 
YOU WILL: 

- Develop and manage the large and complex mobile version of the app Focalor 
- Test app on different hand-held devices, get reports and fix bugs that arise 

 
HOW TO APPLY:  
 
Please submit your resume (online or PDF document) as well as GitHub and LinkedIn profile               
link (if available) to minhguyenn@gmail.com for review. 
 
 


